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1.

Introduction

From the beginning of human civilization, visual information is the most often used medium
to express knowledge, thoughts, evidences, etc. and represents one of the effective means for
communication. Visual information has a capability to convey the broader spectrum of
information because of its ease in acquisition, distribution, and storage. In the modern age,
images and videos have become the main information carriers to disseminate knowledge and
establish the bridge among several sources.
Developments in visual (video) technologies viz. compression, transmission, storage,
retrieval, and video-conferencing have helped in many ways to the society. In the socioeconomic knowledge and scientific development, the images and videos available at various
video sharing and social networking websites (viz. YouTube, faceBook, etc.) are playing a
significant role. Besides this, other applications like entertainment industry, video
surveillance, legal evidence, political videos, video tutorials, advertisements, etc. signify their
unprecedented role in today’s context.
Apart from many good things, there are some darker sides of visual (video) information viz.
misuse or the wrong projection of information through videos. One of them is video
tampering, where a forger can intentionally manipulate real (actual or original) videos to
create tampered or doctored or fake videos for malpractice [1-3] viz. video based forgery,
doctored video evidences, criminal activities, etc.
Easy availability of many sophisticated video editing tools provides a platform for forger to
manipulate real videos and create perceptually indistinguishable fake videos. Therefore, in
many serious scenarios viz. court trials, law enforcement, defamation, politics, and defense
planning, etc. authenticity of presented video needs to be examined.
Forensic tools and experts play a key role to examine the authenticity of videos by
detecting traces (if any) of tampering. Here, success or failure of tools and experts depends on
how intelligently tampering has been carried out by the forger. It is difficult for forensic
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experts to detect tampering with videos if there are no (or little) traces left by forger while
tampering.
Unfortunately, due to lack of established methodologies to examine the authenticity of
videos [1], detection of tampering with videos have posed challenges before the scientific
community, and its seriousness in many scenarios (viz. videos as evidence during court trials)
seeks immediate attention.
Further, success or failure of forger depends on how intelligently fake videos have been
made to deceive forensic tools and the expert eye. In literature, there are many counterforensic (or anti-forensic) schemes available which facilitate forger to create fake videos to
deceive forensic tools [2][4][5], whereas, to deceive perceptually, the least quality degradation
in tampered videos is required.
On the basis of quality assessment between real (actual) and tampered videos, forger can
decide the percentage of tampering needed to be introduced so that the perceptually
indistinguishable fake (tampered or doctored) videos deceive expert (or casual) eye.
In addition, quality assessment is also helpful for forensic experts to analyze the
authenticity of videos. Some schemes have been presented in [6-9] which traces the tampering
based on quality assessment. Thus, the video quality assessment is used by forensic experts for
tampering detection and by forger to ensure least quality degradation in tampered videos. But,
lack of schemes to assess the video quality in tampered videos with respect to actual videos
needs an urgent attention of the scientific community.
In this thesis, we developed schemes for video tampering detection and video quality
assessment. The onward sections, describe the current problems in tracing the tampering with
videos and assessing the video quality, challenges and currently known methods/technologies
applied in this direction along with our proposed objectives.

2.

Video: Tampering and Detection

However, video tampering is relatively new area, image doctoring is as old as the art of
photography itself where we have numerous incidences of serious cases of fake photographs
[1][10][11].
While tampering a video, objective of a forger is to create a tampered or doctored or fake
video from real or actual or original video. These real videos are the source for creating
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tampered videos. Tampering can be done either on a single video (i.e. single source) or on
multiple videos (i.e. many sources) [2]. In this thesis, we considered the single source based
video tampering and developed schemes for tampering detection in such tampered videos.
The seriousness of video tampering depends on how and where these tampered videos have
to be used. Court trials are one of the most widely used application areas where these
tampered videos are presented as evidence to mislead the court proceedings. Thus, whenever
videos are presented as evidence during court trials, their authenticity are to be examined
before considering them as evidence [1][2][12-15].
Here, forensic tools and forensic experts play the key role to examine the authenticity of
video evidences. During examination, if it has been found as authentic (i.e. non-tampered or
actual), experts generally embed watermark into authenticated videos such that whenever
required its authenticity can be re-examined by retrieving the watermark [16]. In addition, if
all parties (of court trials) agree, copies of watermark videos can be created. Such copies can
be used during long court trials [17] in place of actual videos (with embedded watermark).
Thus, while examining videos, there may be following possibilities with forensic experts:
(a) Forensic experts may need to blindly examine (i.e. trace the tampering if any) the videos
i.e. no information is available about the original source video from which the tampered video
was created, (b) Forensic experts may need to trace the tampering with a copy of watermark
videos with reference to actual videos (with embedded watermark), and (c) Forensic experts
may need to trace the tampering in actual videos (with embedded watermark).
Further, different domains in which tampering is possible are discussed in section 2.1,
levels of tampering are described in section 2.2, and the most common tampering (temporal)
has been presented in section 2.3. In section 2.4, various modes of tampering detection have
been described.
2.1

Tampering Domain [18-23]

Depending upon the domain in which manipulation is done, there can be following types of
video tampering
a.

Tampering in spatial domain (i.e. Spatial Tampering)

b.

Tampering in temporal domain (i.e. Temporal Tampering)

c.

Tampering in spatio-temporal domain (i.e. Spatio-Temporal Tampering)
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A forger can tamper source videos spatially (i.e. spatial tampering) by manipulating pixel
bits within a video frame or in adjacent video frames. Fig. 1b presents a spatially tampered
video created from the actual video of Fig. 1a.
Further, as presented in Fig. 1c, forger can tamper source videos with respect to time (i.e.
temporal tampering) by disturbing the frame sequence through frames replacement, frames
sequence reordering, frames addition, and by the removal of video frames.
Lastly, as presented in Fig. 1d, forger can tamper videos in combination of both spatial and
temporal domain (i.e. spatio-temporal tampering) by manipulating pixel bits within a video
frame or set of adjacent frames as well as disturb the frame sequence.
Over the past few years, significant contributions are available for detection of spatial
tampering (or in other way, image tampering), whereas, relatively little contributions have
been made for detection of temporal tampering.
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Fig. 1 An example of (a) Actual video (b) Spatially tampered video (c) Temporally tampered video and (d)
Spatio-temporal tampered video. Where Fi represents the ith frame and Pij is the pixel intensity. H and W are
frame height and width respectively. Fi' is the manipulated ith frame and Pij' is the manipulated pixel intensity.
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Thus, this thesis focuses to detect the temporal tampering in spatio-temporal and
temporally tampered videos. Next section describes the level at which temporal tampering is
possible.
2.2

Levels of Temporal Tampering [18-20][24-26]

Videos can be manipulated (or tampered) by a forger at following levels
a.

Frame level

b.

Scene level or shot level

c.

Video level

Videos can be manipulated at frame level viz. frames of a video (not necessarily of the
same scene) can be deleted, or intermediate frames of a video scene can be removed. At the
scene level, an entire scene of a video is manipulated viz. deletion of a video scene (i.e. a scene
or shot cut), copying of a video scene to another place, etc. Finally, there can be manipulations
at the video level viz. making copy of a video.
Although, videos can be temporally tampered at the video level, some temporal tampering
is not feasible at the video level viz. deletion of frames at video level will result in the deletion
of entire video. Thus, this thesis focuses to detect temporal tampering in such videos which
were created by manipulating video frames at frame and scene level. Next section presents
commonly used schemes in literature to perform temporal tampering with videos.
2.3

Most Common Temporal Tampering in Videos

[2][13][18-22][24][25][27-46]
However, one can temporally manipulate videos in several ways, mostly addressed temporal
tampering in literature are mentioned below.
a. Frame Drop or Frame Deletion or Frame Removal
b. Frame Swapping or Reordering of frame sequences
c. Frame Copy or Frame Addition or Copy-paste
d. Copy-move
e. Frame Averaging
f. Frame Replacement
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While tampering a video (source), forger can drop (delete or remove) frames of his/her
choice, resulting in tampered (or doctored) videos with reduced frame count. These frames can
be the intermediate frames of a video scene or can be the set of frames spread into two scenes.
Fig. 2a presents an example of frame drop at the frame level. Further, deletion can also be at
the scene level, i.e. an entire scene is removed (or cut) by deleting all frames in that scene.
Deletion at the scene level is often known as Scene or Shot Cut.
Unlike frame drop, frame count remains unchanged while swapping the video frames (or
reordering frame sequences) to create a tampered (or doctored) video from actual (source)
videos. At the frame level, these swapped frames can be some video frames of one/two
scene(s), whereas, there will be swapping of entire scene at the scene level, i.e. all frames of
one scene will be swapped with all frames of another scene. Fig. 2b presents an example
depicting tampering of the frame swapping at the frame level.
Frame count will be increased if a source video is manipulated by copying the video frames
and pasting to some other location in the source video. At the frame level, these copied frames
may be the intermediate frames of a video scene, or at the scene level, an entire scene can be
copied and pasted after another scene. Even, copying can also be at the video level, i.e. all
frames of a video sequence can be copied and pasted into another video such that the copy of a
source video is created. Fig. 2c presents an example depicting tampering of frame copying at
the frame level.
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Fig. 2 An example of (a) Frame Drop, (b) Frame Swapping, and (c) Frame Copying where source is the video
sequence presented in Fig. 1a
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In copy-move tampering, frames of source videos are moved to another location, whereas
in frame averaging, an average frame (created by averaging adjacent frames) is added between
two video frames. In frame replacement, a video frame is replaced by another frame of the
source video or by a foreign frame (a frame of another video).
This thesis focuses to detection of temporal tampering in tampered videos if created by
frame drop (at frame level), frame swapping (at frame level), and frame copying (at scene
level). Next section presents different modes to detect tampering with videos.
2.4

Modes in Detection of Tampering

[14][22][28][29][31][36][41][42][47][48]
Depending upon the availability of original (actual) videos as reference (or source), tampering
with videos can be detected in following modes.
a.

Full Reference (FR): In this mode, both, actual (source or reference) videos and
tampered videos are available to forensic experts which need to examine the tampered
video with reference to the actual video.

b.

Reduced Reference (RR): Under NR mode, little information about actual (source or
reference) videos are available to forensic expert for tracing (if any) the tampering in
tampered videos.
Tampering detection techniques (viz. detection of tampering using watermark, using
properties of capturing device, etc.) under FR and RR mode are often called as active
detection techniques. In literature for active tampering detection, generally watermark or
digital signatures are initially embedded in original videos so that, later on, if required,
its integrity and authenticity can be examined by retrieving the watermark [1][2][16].

c.

No Reference (NR): Unlike FR and RR, in this mode, no other information available to
forensic experts about the video whose authenticity is to be examined. Detection
techniques under NR mode are often called as passive detection techniques.
This thesis focuses to detect the tampering in full reference (FR) and no reference (NR)

modes. Next section presents the second issue (addressed in this thesis) related with tampered
videos, i.e. video quality assessment.
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3.

Video Quality Assessment

Based on reviewed literature, we identified different types of quality assessment; modes of
quality assessment; requirements of subjective experiments; and types of objective quality
metrics.
Quality of a video can be measured in two ways viz. subjective assessment and objective
assessment [49][50] where quality assessments are generally conducted in three modes viz.
full reference (FR) quality assessment, reduced reference (RR) quality assessment, and no
reference (NR) quality assessment [51][52].
Subjective quality assessment involves human subjects to measure the video quality (in all
modes i.e. FR, RR, and NR), whereas, objective quality assessment involves various objective
quality metrics viz. Mean Squared Error (MSE), Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR),
Structural Similarity Index (SSIM), Video Quality Metrics (VQM), etc. to measure the video
quality [53][54]. MSE, PSNR and SSIM are used in FR mode whereas VQM can be used in
both FR and NR modes [52][55].
Subjective experiments are the basis of human visual system (HVS) and have been
employed for designing many objective metrics. There are many requirements which need to
be taken care of while conducting subjective experiments. These involve a set of reference (or
source) and distorted videos; human subjects (trained, untrained or mixed); experiment
procedures (viz. single stimulus continuous quality evaluation and double stimulus continuous
quality evaluation); viewing conditions and setup; experiment sessions (around 30 to 40
minutes); scoring policy (viz. qualitative and quantitative); computation of the mean opinion
score; and a subject rejection scheme [50][56][57].
Broadly, objective quality metrics are classified in two types viz. statistical metrics and
perceptual metrics such as PSNR and SSIM respectively [52][53][54]. Statistical metrics
employ the application of various mathematical functions like calculating pixel-by-pixel
weighted differences (viz. MSE and PSNR) between reference and distorted video, whereas
perceptual metrics use HVS characteristics [52][58]. Further, while accessing quality using
objective quality metrics, it is always desired to meet the requirements of HVS.
Next section presents the critical review of some existing schemes related with video
tampering detection and video quality assessment.
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4.

Critical Review of Some Existing Schemes

4.1 Schemes for Detection of Temporal Tampering
In recent years, many researchers contributed to develop FR and NR watermarking schemes to
detect the embedded watermarks and classify videos as tampered or non-tampered
accordingly. These schemes have been claimed to be robust against temporal tampering of
frame drop, frame copying, frame averaging, and frame swapping [18][20][30-34][36][40].
The basic principle all these schemes is that tampering leads to change in the embedded
watermark, so while retrieval, if there is change in embedded watermark or watermark is not
retrieved back, then the video can be classified as a tampered video. Table 1 summarizes some
of the reviewed FR schemes.
Although, these schemes can classify videos as tampered or non-tampered, they fail to
identify the exact location of temporal tampering (if any) which is of equal importance
because, one may be interested to know the locations of tampering if the source video is
available. Considering a case where embedded watermark gets destroyed due to spatial
tampering (by manipulating pixel bits) and temporal tampering (viz. by the removal of some
video frames), watermark based schemes are likely to be inefficient to identify tampering
locations.
Furthermore, in FR mode (where the source video is available) if identification of the
tampering location is not required, embedding watermark (which degrades visual quality) to
later on classify a video as tampered or non-tampered is not the only solution. In such a case
(i.e. without identification of the tampering location), spatial tampering can easily be detected
by comparing pixels of the source and tampered videos whereas, temporal tampering (due to
frame drop or frame copying) can be detected by change in frame count.
Under NR mode where there is no information about actual (source or reference) video,
tampering detection is based on abnormalities in the surrounding pixels (in spatial domain) or
adjacent frames (in temporal domain). Unlike FR and RR (i.e. active tampering detection), NR
tampering detection (often referred as passive tampering detection techniques) is relatively
new research area and not much contributions are available. Due to diversity in type of
tampering a single scheme may not be able to identify all types of tampering.
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Table 1 Summary of surveyed papers to detect various temporal tampering
Temporal
Tampering

Scheme; References; Claims
Watermarking based schemes have been presented in [18][20][30-34][36][40] and
claimed to be robust against tampering of frame drop.
Learning based scheme using Support Vector Machine (SVM) is presented in [22]
and claimed to achieve around 99% accuracy to trace the tampering of frame drop.

Frame Drop (or
deletion or
removal)

Threshold based schemes have been presented in [25][26] and claimed to trace the
tampering of frame drop at scene level i.e. Scene (or Shot) Cut.
Hashing based scheme is proposed in [24] and claimed to be robust against
different tampering including frame drop.
Compression properties have been explored using discrete cosine transformation in
[29] to trace the tampering of frame drop.
Threshold based schemes have been presented in [46] and claimed to detect the
dropped frames at frame level.

Frame Swapping
(or reordering)

Watermarking based schemes have been presented in [18][20] and claimed to be
robust against tampering of frame swapping.
Learning based scheme using SVM classifier is presented in [22] and claimed to
achieve around 99% accuracy to trace the tampering of frame addition (or copy).

Frame Copying
(or addition)

Watermarking based schemes have been presented in [18] and claimed to be robust
against tampering of frame copy.
Compression properties have been explored using histogram of oriented gradients
in [21] to trace the tampering of frame copy (addition).
Hashing based scheme is proposed in [24] and claimed to detect frame copy at the
video level, i.e. Video Copy.
Watermarking based schemes have been presented in [33-34][36] and claimed to be
robust against tampering of frame averaging.

Others

Training based scheme using Gaussian Mixture Model is presented in [19] and
claimed to trace tampering of Copy-move.
Undecimated dyadic wavelet transform is used in [44] to trace the tampering of
Copy-move in an image.
MPEG double compression is detected in [46-48] to trace a tampering.

In recent years, researchers have proposed NR tampering detection schemes to detect and
handle specific or set of different types of video tampering (viz. frame drop, frame copying,
etc.). These include learning based schemes, threshold based schemes, and schemes based on
codec (compression) properties [22][25][26][28][29][41-48].
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Besides FR schemes, Table 1 also summarizes reviewed NR tampering detection schemes.
In these schemes, the major challenge is to efficiently (or accurately) identify either
inconsistencies (due to manipulations in pixel bit) in the surrounding pixels of a video frame
(for spatial tampering detection) or inconsistencies (due to frame drop, frame copying, and
frame swapping, etc.) in adjacent frames (for temporal tampering detection).
Further, tampering detection under NR mode has also been handled by detecting
abnormalities in coding standards, especially MPEG. Schemes have been presented by
researchers in recent years to detect MPEG double compression, quantization errors, breakpoints, and sub-sampling [29][43-45].
As to process a video, one is required to get it uncompressed, do the required processing
and may get it recompressed (not necessarily with same codec) or keep it in raw format.
Considering a video as tampered video, tampering detection based on abnormalities and
inconsistencies in video formats (which may be ineffective if compressed with other codec or
keep the video in raw format) is the matter of further discussion.
Based on these identified gaps, there is a strong need to propose efficient and reliable NR
tampering detection schemes for various types of temporal tampering (viz. frame drop, frame
copying, etc.) with videos.
4.2 Schemes for Video Quality Assessment
While objective quality assessment in the distorted (tampered) video with reference to the
original (reference) video, it is always desired not to have much variation between measured
quality and perceived quality.
This requires first to propose a subjective model (based on conducted subjective
experiments) for specific or set of distortions and obtain the mean opinion score (MOS).
Challenges lie into the proposal of an effective subjective model where obtained MOS should
represent actual perceived quality. In addition, the obtained MOS is the basis to analyze the
performance of many objective quality metrics (viz. PSNR, SSIM, etc.) to measure the quality
degradation.
Two most commonly documented quality metrics viz. PSNR and SSIM have been
employed for quality assessment of images. Currently, in the literature, these metrics have
been effectively applied for video quality assessment where quality is measured frame by
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frame (i.e. considering frame as an image) between reference and distorted videos and overall
video quality is assessed by sample mean of the frame by frame assessed quality [59].
It is likely that just by taking average; these metrics might be inefficient to measure quality
of temporally distorted / tampered videos [59-63] where sequence or count of frames may get
changed compared with reference videos. Thus, the performance of PSNR and SSIM metrics
to measure the quality of temporally tampered videos needed to be examined.
Through conducted experiments (for spatio-temporal distorted videos, where, frame drop is
used as temporal distortion), we observed the huge variation between measured quality by
often used objective metrics (PSNR and SSIM) and the proposed subjective model. This needs
an attention to propose a video quality metrics which can efficiently measure the quality
degradation in temporally distorted (tampered) video sequences.
As an outcome of literature review (tampering detection and quality assessment), next
section presents identified research issues.

5.

Identified Issues

Based on reviewed literature and experiments conducted for quality assessment, we identified
following issues which require immediate attention.
Issue 1: Under FR tampering detection, there is lack of schemes which can efficiently identify
the tampering locations in temporally tampered videos. Thus, there is a strong need to propose
an efficient FR scheme to identify tampering locations in such videos.
Issue 2: Embedding of watermark for tampering detection leads to degrade the visual quality
of source videos, thus, there is a need to propose an efficient FR scheme without
compromising the quality of source videos.
Issue 3: Under NR tampering detection, a reliable and efficient scheme to trace the tampering
is always desired. Thus, reliable and efficient NR schemes to trace and detect different types
of temporal tampering needs to be proposed.
Issue 4: As after manipulations with malafied intensions, forger can store tampered videos in
any format (may compress using different codec or keep in raw format), thus needs to propose
format independent schemes which can detect tampering with videos.
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Issue 5: Two most commonly documented quality metrics viz. PSNR and SSIM are inefficient
to measure the quality degradation of spatio-temporal distorted videos, thus there is a need to
devise a video quality metrics which can efficiently measure the degraded quality of spatiotemporal distorted videos.

6.

Thesis Objective

Based on reviewed literature and issues identified, we considered to detect and trace the
tampering of frame drop, frame swapping, and frame copying. We developed tampering
detection schemes for frame drop under FR and NR modes, whereas frame swapping and
frame copying were developed in NR mode.
Detection of frame drop has been considered to be developed for both spatio-temporal
tampered and temporally tampered videos whereas frame swapping and frame copying have
been considered to be developed only for temporally tampered videos. Frame drop and frame
swapping have been considered to be addressed at frame level, whereas, frame copying has
been considered to be addressed at scene level. To facilitate format independent tampering
detection, all schemes have been developed for raw videos.
Further, we considered to address quality assessment for spatio-temporal distortion
(tampering) where frame drop has been considered temporal distortion. In summary, following
are the set of objectives:
Objective 1: Development of a full reference (FR) algorithm to identify the exact location of
tampering in spatio-temporal tampered videos where temporal tampering has
been caused due to frame drop.
Objective 2: Development of no reference (NR) algorithm (s) to classify a video as tampered
video and identify the location of tampering in temporally tampered videos
where temporal tampering has been caused either due to frame drop, frame
swapping, or frame copying.
Objective 3: Development of a full reference (FR) video quality metric which is capable to
measure quality degradation in spatio-temporal distorted (tampered) videos
where temporal distortion has been caused due to frame drop.
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7.

Thesis Organization

Apart from introduction (presented in Chapter 1) and literature review (presented in Chapter
2), the remaining chapters are organized as follows.
In Chapter 3, we developed a full reference scheme using genetic algorithm to identify the
location of dropped frames (considering that tampered videos were created by spatio-temporal
tampering). Further, we introduced data-parallelism to make the scheme scalable.
Addressed problem statement in this chapter is as follows: Let us consider an original
(actual) video VO with 𝑚 video frames which is being tampered by dropping some video
frames and manipulating the remaining frames spatially too, thus creates a spatio-temporal
tampered video VT with 𝑛 video frames, where, 𝑚 ≥ 𝑛. For given VO and VT (i.e. FR),
objective is to identify frame indices (i.e. the exact location of tampering) in VO which were
dropped to create tampered video VT .
We simulated and tested the proposed scheme using various sets of tampered and actual
videos. In temporal (frame drop) tampered videos, we achieved 100% accuracy to detect the
dropped frame indices, whereas, depending upon the percentage of spatial tampering, achieved
accuracy is in the range of 79% to 100% for spatio-temporal tampered videos. The dataparallel scheme had been simulated and tested for videos of duration up-to 540 seconds. Here,
we achieved the average speedup of around 1.77, 2.81, and 3.35 for 2, 4, and 8 processors (or
threads) respectively.
Lastly, we concluded the chapter with comparative observations between developed
scheme and watermark based schemes.
Chapter 4 presents a learning based NR scheme which identifies the frame indices in
tampered videos (created by deleting video frames from the original video) after which some
frames may have been dropped, i.e. traces the tampering of frame drop.
Addressed problem statement in this chapter is as follows: Let us consider an original
(actual) video VO with 𝑚 video frames which is being tampered by dropping some video
frames, thus creates a temporally tampered video VT with 𝑛 video frames, where, 𝑚 ≥ 𝑛. For
given VT (VO is not available to experts, i.e. NR), objectives are (a) to classify VT as a
tampered video and (b) to identify the location of tampering in VT , i.e. frame index after which
frames were dropped in VT .
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Here, the proposed scheme uses Support Vector Machine (SVM) as a classifier which is
being trained using 1500 tampered videos and it is successfully able to identify the frame
index after which there is a trace of tampering due to the frame drop.
Performance of the proposed scheme has been observed for four features viz. mean square
error, entropy, average object area, and count of displaced blocks. Finally, we concluded the
chapter with the comparative analysis between the developed scheme and the scheme
presented in [22].
Chapter 5 discusses the limitation of the scheme presented in the chapter 4 and proposes a
threshold based NR scheme which identifies the frame indices in tampered videos (created by
deleting video frames from the original video) after which some frames may have been
dropped, i.e. traces the tampering of frame drop.
Addressed problem statement in this chapter is as follows: Let us consider an original
(actual) video VO with 𝑚 video frames which is being tampered by dropping some video
frames of a scene 𝑆𝑖 , thus creates a tampered video VT (having less than 𝑚 video frames). For
given VT (VO is not available to experts i.e. NR), objectives are (a) to classify VT as a tampered
video and (b) to identify location of tampering in VT , i.e. frame index after which frames were
dropped in VT .
As pre-processing steps, in this chapter, we first presented two schemes viz. identification
of change of scene (abrupt) and count of displaced blocks in two frames, and then defined
various thresholds. These pre-processing schemes and recommended values of thresholds have
been used to identify the frame index after which there is a trace of tampering of frame drop.
Performance of the proposed scheme has been observed using 60 tampered videos created
by introducing tampering of frame drop into 4 source (actual) videos where achieved accuracy
is around 85% to detect the tampering of frame drop. Finally, a comparative analysis is
presented between the proposed scheme and other schemes.
Chapter 6 presents an NR scheme to identify tampering of frame copy (at the scene level)
in tampered videos created by temporal manipulations in original (actual) videos.
Addressed problem statement in this chapter is as follows: Let us consider an original
(actual) video VO with 𝑚 frames which is being tampered by copying some video
frames/scene to another location in VO and thus creates a tampered video VT with 𝑛 video
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frames, where, 𝑛 > 𝑚. For given VT (VO is not available to experts, i.e. NR), objectives are (a)
to classify VT as a tampered video and (b) to identify location (frame index) of tampering in VT
after which frame/scene were copied.
In our proposed solution, we first identified the change of scene in given videos using preprocessing schemes presented in the chapter 5, and then identified the tampering of frame
copy at the scene level.
We simulated the proposed scheme using 40 tampered videos created by introducing the
tampering of frame copy into 4 source (actual) videos and achieved an accuracy of around
89% to detect the tampering of frame/scene copying.
Chapter 7 proposes an NR scheme to identify tampering of frame swapping in tampered
videos created by temporal manipulations in original (actual) videos.
Addressed problem statement in this chapter is as follows: Let us consider an original
(actual) video VO with 𝑚 frames which is being tampered by swapping some video frames of a
scene 𝑆𝑖 with frames of a scene 𝑆𝑗 and thus creates a tampered video VT with 𝑚 frames (i.e. the
frame count is unchanged). For given VT (VO is not available to experts, i.e. NR), objectives
are (a) to classify VT as a tampered video and (b) to identify location (frame index) of
tampering in VT after which some frames of two scenes were swapped.
We presented a solution for stated problem and observed its performance with 60 tampered
videos created by introducing the tampering of frame swapping into 4 source (actual) videos
and achieved an accuracy of around 75% to detect the tampering of frame swapping.
Chapter 8 deals with conducted subjective experiments and presents the obtained mean
opinion score (MOS) for spatio-temporal distorted (tampered) videos. Watermarks were
embedded using the least significant bit scheme to distort videos spatially, whereas, some
frames were dropped to introduce temporal distortion. Further, the MOS was used to analyze
the performance of two objective quality metrics viz. PSNR and SSIM. Finally, we proposed a
FR dropped frames video quality metrics and through various experiments observed least
variation between assessed quality and obtained MOS.

Keywords: video tampering; frame drop; frame swap; frame copy; video forensics; passive
detection techniques; full reference; no reference; video quality metrics
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